
WEBSITE MONITOR, REPUTATION MANAGER, CONTENT PROTECTION

 Innovative IT security service



Website Monitor
Content Protection

Reputation Manager

flamedesk.com

Web-service IOS app Android app



Problem



01 Problem

Over 1,000,000 websites are hacked every year

Poor reputation on the Internet reduces trust in the company

Competitors and fraudsters steal content

Lower website loading speed reduces conversion

Illegal copying of content negatively affects search engine ranking
Thousands of websites are losing customers while offline



Solution



02 Solution

Website Monitor
Check the status of sites around 24/7
for all critical parameters

Reputation Monitor
Find bad reviews and negative mentions of a company or 
brand

Content Protection
We find content that have been copied from client sites, we 
even find partial copying or rewriting. Continuous monitoring.



02 Target audience

Target audience
Absolutely all companies, for those who have a fall of the site in a matter of hours the site can
cause serious damage

Lawers, Copyright Companies and Employees

online stores, delivery services, government sites and many others

lawyers, legal departments of companies

Website Maintenance, SEO and Marketing Companies
IT companies, technical departments, marketing and SEO companies

Studios, galleries and companies producing or aggregating visual content
or art objects
design studios, artists and art galleries, architectural bureaus, designers

Absolutely all companies and brands that want to protect their online reputation
all companies



Product



Website Monitor
Real-time website monitoring
Website Monitoring 24/7. There is no need to install scripts or provide access. If there are 
problems with your site, you will receive an instant notification via SMS and email.



03 Real-time website monitoring

All sites under control

Ability to add many sites. Everything will be under control.
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03 Real-time website monitoring

SMS and e-mail addressees for notifications

We send messages immediately as soon as the system has worked. It is possible to flexibly configure 
notifications.
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03 Real-time website monitoring

We show detailed statistics for each site with a history of download 
speeds, error codes and warnings.
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Reputation Manager
We find bad reviews about the company and 
brand
Мы сканируем и отслеживаем негативные отзывы, комментарии и другие вещи влияющие 
на репутацию в интернете.



03 Reputation Manager

Add a company or brand to a reputation manager

Flamedesk will constantly look for bad reviews and references.
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03 Reputation Manager

Detailed statistics

We find, recognize the mood of the text, notify, monitor.
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Content Protection
Content Protection
Protecting content from unscrupulous competitors and scammers



03 Content Protection

Add content you want to protect
and be calm

We are constantly looking for a copy or partial copy of your content on the Internet.
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03 Content Protection

Get notified when content is copied

Analyze and take action. We will indicate where the copied content is located and indicate the percentage of 
content, and we will also monitor the presence of stolen content constantly.
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Support
Technical Support

A professional support team will always come to the rescue in solving non-standard problems.
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Pricing
Tariff plans from small business to
Enterprise level
Tariff plans are optimized for a business of various sizes.



Join us

flamedesk.com / flamedesk.net

info@flamedesk.com


